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A Team Effort
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Adventures In America

Our rising stars!
Four NLA students have been
honoured in the Citysafe Celebration
Awards.
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Sporting Silly Socks

“The event recognised
and rewarded people who
have helped Liverpool
become one of the safest
cities in Europe.”

Sixth Formers Rosalind Roberts, Hannah Hamlet,
Natalie Green and Sammi Cottrell accompanied Miss
Doyle to the presentation at St George's Hall.
Organised by the city’s Crime and Disorder Reduction
Partnership (CDRP) the awards are for ordinary
people doing extraordinary work to make Liverpool a
safer place.

The event recognised and rewarded people who
have helped Liverpool become one of the safest
cities in Europe. Crime in the city centre is at a
10 year low, despite a huge increase in visitors.

Car crime and burglary have been slashed and
antisocial behaviour has reduced. Businesses,
teams, projects and individuals who have made a
major contribution to the city's incredible success
were shortlisted in six categories.

a string quartet entertained us. Then the moment came
as the awards were announced! We were nervous and
excited but honoured to be there. The nominees for the
Young Rising Star of the Year Award were announced
and we all held our breath in anticipation.

Rising Star winner Sammi Cottrell reports……
Rosalind, Hannah, Natalie, myself and Miss Doyle
arrived at 7pm to see a red carpet rolled out for us! We
were shown to our seats in the vast main hall where
music was being playing on the majestic organ. After
the introduction, we were served a gourmet meal while

“…..and the winner is North Liverpool Academy!” For a
second we all looked at each other, dumbstruck. We
didn’t think we were going to win and there we were,
walking up to collect our award! After the shock of
winning we were ready to celebrate. We started
dancing and soon, everyone in the hall was joining in!

Sammy and Phil return
The
annual
NLA
awards
ceremony,
hosted
by
Phil
Thompson and Sammy Lee, was
once again a huge success.
This was the third time we had held the awards but
the first time it was held in our brilliant new
drama theatre. A wonderful programme of
entertainment was provided by our
outstanding Performing Arts department:
the Year 9 band performed a selection of
popular indie tracks and the Year 11
dancers wowed everyone with their
fabulous moves.
Nigel Ward presented the Trustees’
Award to Stacey Rodaway and the

By Mr McCarthy

Principal, Mrs Askew, and other
teachers have led the way in taking
advantage of the Academy’s
training Hairdressing Salon by
opting for a wash and blow dry.
A full service is available for staff and the community,
from cutting through to colouring and highlights, from
£3.50. Mrs Askew said: “The salon is an excellent
resource for the Academy. It is very professional and
it is like being in an exclusive hairdressing salon. I
am very proud of the mature and sensible way
students treat clients.”
Miss Williams added:
“It’s fabulous and very
professional.”

The Performing Arts students won the Rising Star
category, awarded for a young person/people who
have made great efforts to improve the safety and
wellbeing of their community/neighbourhood.
The nomination stated: “Students from North Liverpool
Academy have worked with Citysafe on numerous
initiatives such as Act Together, Inside Justice Week,
and a Schools Parliament safety event. They have
consistently delivered top class drama performances
to schools across the city and have actively promoted
positive community safety messages, showing young
people that they do have choices in life, and illustrating
the potential impact of making the wrong choices on
themselves, their families and their community.”

A cut above the rest

Principal’s Award was presented by Mrs Askew to
Chelsea Doran, Rebecca Dunne and Stephen
Graney.
A big thank you to Sammy and Phil
for their continued support of the

Academy and our students. Also, to Mr Bates who
worked tirelessly behind the scenes to organise the
whole event and compèred the night as well.
See page 2 for more pictures of the ceremony.

But don’t just take their
word for it - try it
yourself! To make an
appointment contact the
Academy on 0151 260
4044 and they will put
you through to the
salon. Bookings are
available Monday 8.30-3.00pm and Fridays
8.30-2.00pm. A full price list and services is available
on request.
Pictured is Mrs Askew at the Salon.
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Teacher feature:
Mrs Chan-Atkinson

A team effort

What subjects do you teach?
I teach Graphic Products, Electronics, Resistant Materials and
Vehicle Technology.
Which is your favourite and why?
I love all aspects of Design especially intricate paper engineering and
any type of card mechanics so I'd have to say Graphics is my
favourite subject, closely followed by Resistant Materials.

By Mr McCarthy

Three teams represented NLA in the first
annual Technology Tournament, as part of the
department’s Gifted and Talented programme.

Did you teach anywhere before NLA?
Yes, I taught at Southport College for 3 years and Christ The King in
Birkdale before joining the Academy.
What made you decide to be a teacher?
My university tutors were brilliant and I wanted to be like them as they
really inspired me.
Do you enjoy your job - what's the best/worst thing about it?
I actually love my job because I love the students at NLA. I especially
love my Form 8P.1 and seven stars. I'm not that keen on having to
leave the house at 7.10am every day but it's not so bad now that the
mornings are lighter.
Have you got a family?
Yes I have been married for nearly 4 years and have a little son who
is 17 months old called Oscar. Some of the Academy students have
met my mum and dad who occasionally come in to do activities during
Enrichment Week.

What do you like to do out of school?
I love shopping and meeting up with my friends. I also really like
taking photographs but haven't done it much lately due to a little thing
called Oscar!
What's your favourite food?
A Chinese dish called 'San sein tow haw' which is seafood noodles
and lobster with ginger and spring onions. Yummy!
If you could live anywhere in the world, where would it be?
I could never move far away if I knew my mum and dad wouldn't be
coming too as I'd miss them way too much!

Building a business
A group of dedicated Year 11 students are
working on a new ICT enterprise project.
They attend an enrichment activity on Wednesdays after school on
the ICT deck and are learning the fundamentals of PC building and
basic networking. Their not-to-distant goal is to set up a fully
functioning PC business.
They have been building computers, taking existing computers apart,
upgrading and rebuilding computers for the local community. They
were given a budget from which to source the components for these
computers. Mr Farrimond, Director of ICT, commented: “It’s been a
fantastic experience to develop an industrial relationship with the
students with ICT as the driving force.”

Continued from page 1……

Sammy and Phil return
More pictures from our awards ceremony.

The students took advantage of the opportunities to enhance their skills
in this curriculum area. The focus was teamwork and problem solving in
the form of a design and make activity as they competed against nine
Merseyside and Sefton secondary schools. The event was sponsored
by The Rotary Club with prizes and awards and each student received a
certificate of participation for their Record of Achievement.
Well done to our Year 9 team of Connor Cavanagh, Yousuf Ahmad,
Laura Russell and Kevin Ray who take the KS4 subjects of BTEC
Engineering and Vehicle Technology. They were overall winners of
Level 2 (14-16 age group) on the day. Well done also to our Year 8
team (Paul Rogers, Francis Buxton, Sophie Cahill and Kayleigh Stead)
and Year 10 team (Johnnie Lu, Michael McManus, John Ausden and
Sean Dempster) who also performed well on the day.
Pictured left to right are: Laura, Yousuf, Connor, Kevin.

Maths marvels!
NLA students have competed in the UKMT
Maths Intermediate Challenge for the fourth
year running.
The nationwide competition involves Years 9-11 with awards of Gold,
Silver or Bronze certificates. The most exceptionally gifted students
compete against all of Europe. Congratulations to Matthew Edwards
(Redmond Year 11) who is competing in this test for the second year
running, having won Gold and Best in School.
In addition, certificates were awarded to: Peter Stoba (Redmond,
Silver), Lewis Judic (Patten, Bronze) both from Year 11; Junpeng Lu
(Redmond, Silver), Sean Dempster (Redmond, Silver), Jamie Doran
(Redmond, Bronze), Rebecca Shannon (Russell, Bronze) all from Year
10; Joe Clarkson (Russell, Silver), Liam Southern Mainwaring (Russell,
Bronze), Garrick McRae (Russell, Bronze), Mickey McMahon (Russell,
Bronze) all from Year 9.
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Arts showcase
Banners
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“The slogan ‘This is the North
Liverpool Academy’ is similar
to Anfield’s pitch entrance.”

Louis Foster

Students,
teachers
and
visitors have commented on
how the refectory banners
have brightened up the
school. Created using NLA
students’ artwork, there are
10 banners with 20 different
designs. The slogan ‘This is
the North Liverpool Academy’
is similar to Anfield’s pitch
entrance. The banners will
have a shelf life of about 5
years before people cease
taking notice of them. Please
let Mr Smith know if you have
any motivational slogans for
our next banners and perhaps
your artwork will be included.
Pictured are some of the
students whose work is
displayed.

Kelly Davenport

Shaun Critchlow

Kite Festival
A kite festival was staged during Enrichment Week and every Year 8 student
went home with a kite they had made. The Kiteman, Malcolm Goodman, who is
acknowledged as the UK’s top kite expert, displayed a variety of kites and gave
a fantastic talk about their history. He demonstrated kite flying, explained the
engineering and design features and helped in the workshops.
We also linked up with the charity Vision for Children which is involved with
children’s eyesight problems and is based at Alder Hey. Its founding trustee, Dr
Arvind Chandna, a leading children’s eye surgeon, joined us for the day. He
presented Mrs Askew with ‘Flying a Kite’ a print by local artist Ken Littler, whose
sight has been saved by Dr Chandna. The charity’s logo is a kite and its aim is
that ‘No child is needlessly blind’. Artwork for the charity’s website and
publications has been produced by Mr Smith, who also organises their
awareness-raising events and has been invited to become a trustee of the
charity.

Mrs Askew and Dr Chandna

The Kiteman, Malcolm Goodman, who is
acknowledged as the UK’s top kite expert,
displayed a variety of kites and gave a
fantastic talk about their history.

Reclaim Your Space

LFC award

Malcolm Goodman, kiteman

Paul Vinten
Our students exhibited their artwork at the prestigious Reclaim Your Space exhibition at
the Walker Art Gallery from 24th March - 18th April. The selected artwork was organised
into two contrasting sets, linked by both theme and mood. One was peaceful and
restrained; the other was dynamic and high impact. After the snowfalls in January, Sixth
Form photography students recorded images of serenity and stillness, creating an overall
impression of tranquillity in the city. The titles were inspired by sources which included
Japanese haiku poetry.
The second set was more colourful and upbeat with pictures created by Years 9 and 10
BTEC students for a Pop Art assignment. Contemporary images were created using new
technologies. Also included was a Sixth Former’s artwork examining how modern fashion
magazines manipulate imagery and public taste. Wartime propaganda techniques, evoking
fascist posters and literature, were linked to contemporary graphic design.

Clayton O’Neill and
Jack Jennings

NLA student Paul Vinten has won the LFC
Young Person of the Year award.
Each year, Liverpool Football Club invites nominations for the award which is
presented to a young person who shows leadership qualities and consistent
helpfulness or bravery in difficult circumstances. Well done Paul!
Congratulations also to Jack Jennings and Clayton O’Neill who were presented
with Sweeperzone awards from Danny Pechecko. For 10 years Mr Smith has
been involved in the scheme at LFC, where students pick up litter before home
games and are rewarded with food and free tickets. They also get to wave a
huge flag on the pitch at Champions League and Europa Cup matches.
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Year 13 media and film students set off on a 6,000 mile journey with
Mrs Brewer, her husband Roy and Mr Bates for the trip of a lifetime!

Adventures……
San Fran diary By Adam Pickford and Louis Foster

As if a 10-hour flight wasn’t enough, we then had a nerve-wracking drive with
Mr Bates at the wheel on 10 lane motorways. We arrived at the Fisherman’s
Wharf Youth hostel in San Francisco, which looked nothing like the Internet
photos. Searching for food, we found Bubba Gump’s, a Forest Gump themed
restaurant on Pier 39.
After one day we were sentenced to a few hours in Alcatraz, one of America’s
most notorious former prisons, a treasure trove of intimidating corridors and
haunting cells where we learned of escape attempts and the prison’s history.
Back in the city we met a hobo offering a tour, a crazed shopper misusing a
stiletto shoe, deranged beggars and Mr Bates seeking crabs for sale! The best
day was conquering the Golden Gate Bridge on foot and making it to Sausalito,
after God knows how many miles. We tended our wounds (blisters) before the
NLA bikers arrived and then we explored local shops and cafés. A street
entertainer, The Naked Poet, bamboozled us with his ability to sing, armed with
a sausage dog and guitar. Roy finally dragged us away to catch the ferry back
to San Fran – an epic city with its variety of sights, shops and restaurants.

Monterey

By Charlie Bowden and Sophie Williamson

The hotel was brand new with double beds, a flat screen TV, a fire and a huge
bathroom and robes to go with it. On arrival, we went straight to the Monterey
Aquarium to see loads of creatures like sharks, jellyfish, penguins and cute sea
otters.
The area is best known for the setting of Cannery Row by John Steinbeck who
also wrote Of Mice and Men. There is even a John Steinbeck shopping centre!
Back at the hotel we jumped in the heated pool and jacuzzi, feeling like proper
Californians! With Sean and Danny, we crossed the road to order food from a
Chinese restaurant. Although they couldn’t understand Scouse, we managed to
order and the double-sized portions were gorgeous.
The next morning, we set off in the minivans along Route 101, stopping to see
the hilarious elephant seals flopping along the sand. After a final stop in
Cambria, we arrived in LA as the sun was setting and checked into our hotel.

The Film and Media students would
particularly like to thank Laser Uniforms
for donating matching trip sweatshirts for
everybody, absolutely free of charge.
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……in America
LA By Rachael Richmond and Rachael Jones

Arriving in LA, or rather Santa Monica, we noticed that there was a Maccie’s
over the road from our hotel and, for the next few days, that was the only thing
we ate! We explored Third Street Promenade, an ‘awesome’ mall with loads of
shops, before visiting the rides and an arcade on the pier.
In the queue for Universal Studios, Rachael J got a lovely tan while Alex was
sitting in 88 degrees in his North Face coat! We had a studio tour of the sets
used in productions eg the American subway where we witnessed a simulated
earthquake. It began to flood and a lorry crashed through the ceiling; fire was
blazing everywhere.
Later, we were chased by Norman Bates wielding a knife and screamed as
Jaws rose out of the water right next to us. We saw Shrek 4D and went on the
mummy ride before heading for Jurassic Park, a log flume ride. We bought
bright yellow ponchos to keep dry but Sophie ‘I don’t need one’ got absolutely
drenched!
It was roasting on the trip to Hollywood Boulevard where we took pictures of the
Walk of Fame and outside the famous Chinese Theatre where there were hand
and footprints of actors including Tom Hanks, Frank Sinatra and Clint
Eastwood. We had pictures taken with Mike Myers and Freddy Krueger
impersonators. Inside the Kodak Theatre, where the Oscars are held, there
were pillars with dates of the best picture winners. We could see the Hollywood
sign but we were gutted that it was covered by a ‘Save the Peak’ protest
banner.
Back on the beach, we were adamant we wouldn’t go in the ocean but soon we
were diving into the waves, fully clothed! That night, we were asleep by 10pm,
ready for the dreaded flight home. A wonderful trip with memories that will last a
lifetime!

“Later, we were chased by Norman Bates
wielding a knife and screamed as Jaws
rose out of the water right next to us.”

Memories
I loved Santa Monica with the sun and beach. San Francisco was better for
activities like visiting Alcatraz and riding along the Golden Gate Bridge. The
‘awesome’ Universal Studios tour was beneficial to our course, seeing the
special effects of Fast and Furious and driving down Wisteria Lane. I’d definitely
go back given the chance! Abbie Boardman
My favourite was San Francisco where the atmosphere was very relaxed, and
the locals couldn’t do enough for you - even the hobos! The trip was fabulous
for Film Studies and Photography students with fantastic photo opportunities eg
the Golden Gate Bridge and Los Angeles, world renowned for film production. I
loved Universal Studios, for the rides, props from famous films and sets like
Wisteria Lane, the Desperate Housewives street. The trip was ‘awesome’ and
I’d go back tomorrow just for the food – not the crab though! Sean Thornton
My favourite day was renting bikes from Blazing Saddles and riding along the
coast to the Golden Gate Bridge. It was bigger than I imagined and took us 15
minutes to ride across. In Sausalito we locked our bikes and explored. We
listened to the funky Naked Poet then brought some junk and had ice cream.
We were so tired that we jumped on the return ferry with our bikes and it
dropped us at the pier, not far from the rental shop. Awesome! Danny Smith

“The trip was fabulous
for Film Studies and
Photography students
with fantastic photo
opportunities eg the
Golden Gate Bridge
and Los Angeles,
world renowned for
film production.”
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Preparing for the future
Taster Evening

Mock Interviews

Enrichment Day

Years 9, 10, 11 and Sixth Form students and parents attended our first Careers Taster
Evening. There were workshops and meetings with exhibitors to discuss labour market
trends and other issues related to specific careers.

NLA students asked Connexions for help and support to find part-time work to
supplement their studies. In response, Job Club was established and it has attracted
great interest. Ms Brookfield, who leads Economic
Wellbeing, challenged her Business Studies class to
design a poster to publicise the club across NLA.
In an ‘Xfactor’ style panel, three winners were selected.
Philip Adams and Steven Heath are pictured collecting
their voucher prize. Awarding the prizes, PAs Clare
Emmett and Jo Kitchen explained: “NLA has an innovative
approach and there is a demand for the Job Club as
evidenced through the questionnaires. Feedback from one
to one interviews is also very positive and we are really
excited to be involved.”
Danielle Schorah who runs the club on a weekly basis with
Youth Worker Marc Hughes, believes the partnership helps
young people to prepare for the world of work through help
with CVs, job interviews and advice about apprenticeships.

Community focus
Respect awards

NLA students received recognition as potential future
community leaders at the Respect awards evening
organised by Liverpool Youth Service. The students
have given up their time to do voluntary work in the
community. They also represented Everton at the
International Leadership Conference in Prague,
attended by community leaders from all over the
world. They shared their ideas with confidence and
enthusiasm. Well done to Natalie Green, Charlie Vaill,
Ryan Fellows, Chelsea Doran, Abbie Boardman, Tom
Barry, Elliot Wilson and Jack Wilkinson.
The Liverpool Schools Parliament elected the first ever
Young Lord Mayors of Liverpool. Haneen Awwad was
the Young Lord Mayor for April and fulfilled ceremonial
duties alongside the Mayor, Mike Storey. Daniel Clegg
was honoured for possibly saving the life of a local
man who had fallen. Daniel used his coat to keep him
warm and stayed with the man for an hour while they
waited for an ambulance.
The students received a certificate and two tickets to
see Everton play at Goodison, which they gratefully
accepted even though most of them are Liverpool
supporters!
Craig Prendergast won £100 HMV vouchers for his
gang crime poster which was professionally produced
and displayed in the community for Respect Week.

Litter campaign

During Respect Week, NLA pledged to tackle litter in the
area, an urgent problem highlighted at a Future Search
community event held in the school. Students took part in
workshops and attended themed assemblies.
Media student Charlie, who filmed the litter, said: “I didn’t
expect the litter to be so bad. Some people are selfish and
don’t care whether it will hurt a child or animal. There
were broken bottles and sharp objects in the kids’ park.”
Alex added: “When we went to San Francisco, it was
obvious the local people respected their area as it was so
clean. Back home, I was depressed as everywhere was
dirty and it was like walking through a bin.” Danny
commented: “Filming the litter made me angry as I found
over 100 milk cartons that smelt bad. They could attract
rats and it doesn’t take much effort to put rubbish in the
bin.” Pictured are the 3 media students.
Rubbish Facts:
• £6.8 million is spent every year cleaning Liverpool streets
• there are more than 1007 litter bins in the city
• 200 street cleaners work every day
• 150 bags of rubbish are collected every week in the NLA!

SoulMates

The SoulMates mentoring programme was launched with
a pizza and bowling night. It was a fun, relaxing evening

Local businesses planned amazing workshops to promote
Economic Wellbeing. These included army activities, body
language and communication, career and budgeting, computer
games and workshops. The aim was to educate our students in
the variety of careers available and to build their confidence for
interviews and communicating with employers. Budgeting was a
main factor, with NatWest and Liverpool City Council looking at
saving and spending from alternative angles. Special thanks to all
who made the day eventful and meaningful.

Options Evening

The Year 8 Options Evening was a great success with a host of
entertainment for parents and students. Performing Arts wowed
us with the band performances, choir and solo singers, Business
Studies ran a cyber cafe and the artwork on display was superb.
Congratulations to Stevie McKenna who won free tickets to
Knowsley Safari Park in Travel and Tourism’s raffle.

and the students felt confident to choose their
mentors after getting to know them at the
event. The project encourages personal
growth and development in mind, body
and soul and helps raise aspirations in
our students.

Danny Smith

SoulMates logo

Job Club Success

Congratulations to Year 10 who took part in the interviews. The
day was very successful and the delegates commented on the
students’ professionalism. Thank you to: Jo Kitchen, Danielle
Schorah, Emma Cookson (Connexions); Lesley Gill (MLP
Solicitors); John Morris (TTE Training); Trina Washington
(Liverpool JET); Gill Carr (Sysco); Adele Spencer (Mersey
Fire); June Baker (Community Resource Manager); Nicky
(Positive Futures); Mary Bernia (Edge Hill PR); Charlie
Williams, Sandra McMichael, Sarah O'Hanlan, Peter Forshaw
and Rebecca Baty (Weightmans); Alison Beasley (HBD
Accountancy Services LLP);
Ian Mellor
(PlusDane
Housing Group); Emma
Fereday (Liverpool Hope);
Anthony Stagg (Aspire); Paul
Morrison
(Neighbourhood
Manager); Marc Hughes
(YSP);
David Esther
(LJMU); Billy Bradshaw
(Mersey
Travel);
Colin
Thorbison (medical student).
A special thank you to Mrs
Roderick who assisted with
the interviews.

Craig’s winning
poster

Leading training providers were represented including: Inside Knowledge, Liverpool
Institute of Performing Arts, University of Liverpool, Liverpool John Moores University,
Edge Hill University, Myerscough College, Mark Farrimond and Jon Close, Ray
Armstrong (Tiler), Colin Thorbison (Medical Student), Clare Seavor and students
(Hairdressing and Beauty),
TTE (Engineering), Major
Miller (Army), Weightmans
Solicitors, Dan O’Toole and
Ged Corner, Steve Armour.
Our thanks to everyone
who
attended
and
supported us and we look
forward to an even more
spectacular Careers Taster
Evening next year!

We want to recruit more volunteers from
all ages, genders and cultural and
religious
backgrounds.
You
may
volunteer to mentor a student on a
regular basis or to be on call if you have
some experience that students might need
at a certain time eg to raise their religious and cultural awareness or at a
time of bereavement.

Full training is provided and careful planning ensures that students and
mentors benefit from the process. NLA is committed to safeguarding and
promoting the welfare of young people and expects all staff and volunteers
to share this commitment. Successful applications will be required to have
an enhanced disclosure from the CRB. Please contact Debbie Crew
(details below).

Alex Ormrod

Parent Advisory Academy

We are launching our Parents Advisory Academy and need creative parent
volunteers who enjoy a challenge and want to be involved in organising
family fun and education events. If you would like to be considered, please
contact NLA reception and ask for Debbie Crew, Student Needs
Coordinator or email d.crew@northliverpoolacademy.co.uk

Charlie Bowden
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RAP report
Learning about the world

By Ms Mutch
Years 7 and 8 have met students from Atlantic World College.
Located in the Vale of Glamorgan, the college aims to make
education a force to unite people, nations and cultures for peace and
a sustainable future.
Our RAP (Raising Attainment Project) students questioned the
international students about their daily lives. Nora Baekkelund from
Norway liked making new friends and not wearing school uniform.
Tedi Aliaj, a converted Liverpool fan, missed his family in Albania but
a new love for fish and chips kept sadness at bay. Shuhei Fukuda,
who loves exploring new countries, speaks three languages and
loves classical music. What an inspiration for our students!
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Diamonds in the Rough!

By Katie, Charity, Luba, Jordan, Liam and Natalie
Wow! We were treated to a performance by a brilliant new rap band from London called RD (Ruff
Diamondz). Their song Liar Liar was fantastic. The crowd went wild as they let us join in the chorus
and we were allowed to dance. The three trendy girls’ street dancing was great and matched the rap
music and their voices were outstanding! A favourite song was Bus Stop as we all rocked to the top
with its funky hard core tunes.
Earth shaking sounds came from the NLA theatre as everyone danced and nearly sweated to death.
The encore dance choreography shocked us all and we danced like crazy on stage with Martika, Troy
and Chronz. They had very good hip-hop moves and their rap and R’n’B songs were superb. They
looked cool in jeans, jackets and boots. We enjoyed the wildness of the music and went home after the
mind-blowing performance to tell our parents.

“Earth shaking sounds came from the NLA theatre as
everyone danced and nearly sweated to death.”

The students said that the 12th century St Donat’s Castle, where
they live, is haunted. When Nora was in the library she heard
footsteps padding slowly behind her. Nobody was there and she fled
downstairs. This was the quietest moment the NLA class had been!

Chocs Away! By Miss Foster

Year 7 have been to Cadbury World, thanks to the hardworking RAP
classes in researching the benefits of Fairtrade chocolate. Using our
Enterprise Gem of teamwork, the students followed the journey from
cocoa beans to chocolate bars. In groups, they looked at differences
in profit and fairness between Fairtrade and non-Fairtrade chocolate
and researched the different jobs involved eg picking the bean,
importing the chocolate, marketing, packaging and advertising. They
used Powerpoint and drama to present their findings.
One girl said: “I never realised buying Fairtrade can be the difference
between a farmer being able to feed his family or not.” Research
resources were funded by StepClever and the students voted for the
trip to Cabury World to reinforce their learning. Whilst there, they
asked why only Dairy Milk is Fairtrade and they saw many jobs they
had learnt about. A student said: “It was the best trip and I can’t
believe I didn’t have to pay - I love NLA!”
Broxi Buchanan reports on the trip….
“When we saw the purple and gold gates, we were bursting with
excitement! I was with Miss Smith’s group and when our guide
handed out loads of chocolate our faces lit up! We watched a show
and on the top of the ceiling there was a hologram explaining how
chocolate was discovered. As we were watching, steam came from
the bottom of the bench and it moved side to side! Upstairs, we saw
the packaging and we wrote our names in chocolate using a piping
bag. We saw how they make chocolate and there was a magical
winter wonderland with animated cocoa beans enjoying the snow! At
the shop we bought presents for friends and family and then had
dinner in the canteen. What a fantastic day!”

Journalism
RAP students have been following a scheme of work based on journalism and look like they are going to give The Academy Times a run
for its money! Pictured are some of the front pages created by the students.

“When we saw the purple and gold
gates, we were bursting with
excitement! I was with Miss
Smith’s group and when our guide
handed out loads of chocolate our
faces lit up!”

Final success By Liam Brennan

I train four times a week at a Taekwondo Club in Tuebrook and recently I competed
in the Tongeren Open Challenge Cup in Belgium. There were over 500 competitors
and the weight I was fighting in was -32kg. I won 4-1 in the quarter-final and
semi-final. In the final I was losing 5-2 with 3 seconds to go. Fortunately, I got a
headshot which made it 5-5 and it went to the golden point. This is when whoever
gets the first point wins – and it was me! I was so happy and I got to stand on the
number 1 spot on the podium to collect my trophy. It was brilliant!

“I was so
happy and I
got to stand on
the number 1
spot on the
podium to
collect my
trophy. It was
brilliant!”
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Sporting silly socks!
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Year 7 got into the spirit
of Sports Relief by
wearing silly socks to
raise money for the
charity.
The students watched the silly socks
wearers (including the teachers) parading
on the catwalk in a fashion event
compèred by the ever effervescent Mr
Fry. The event, organised by the Year’s
RAP teachers, was their first chance to
get behind the Sports Relief charity. Their
second challenge was running the Sports
Relief mile in school on the Wednesday
of Enrichment Week. Before the race,
sponsor money was collected and the
students had already raised more than
£150 for Sport Relief. Well done Year 7!

Will you ever?
I don't think you will
ever fully understand
how you've touched my life
and made me who I am.

Flash mob

By Miss Harrison

As you will be aware, there is increasing
concern about rising rates of obesity and
related health problems in children. As a
school, it is part of our responsibility to
teach children how to eat healthily. Our
school meals have improved significantly
recently and the school has now decided to
introduce a policy for packed lunches.

I don't think you could ever know
just how truly special you are
that even on the darkest nights
you are my brightest star.
I don't think you will ever fully comprehend
how you've made my dreams come true
or how you've opened my heart
to love and the wonders it can do.
You've allowed me to experience
something very hard to find
unconditional love that exists
in my body, soul, and mind.
I don't think you could ever feel
all the love I have to give
and I'm sure you'll never realize
you've been my will to live.
You are an amazing person
and without you I don't know where I'd be.
Having you in my life
completes and fulfils every part of me.
By Daniel Cox, Year 8

Healthy
eating

The school believes that this will help your children to eat well. It will
ensure that all pupils are following the School Food Trust guidelines
and national standards for healthier eating and that when pupils learn
in class about healthier eating this is reflected in the dining room.

Year 8 students have performed an exciting dance
routine in the centre of Liverpool.
Set to The Arctic Monkeys’ tune ‘I bet you look good on the dance floor’ they are
pictured learning the routine with Taciturn, part of the Merseyside Dance Initiative.
Over 200 people joined in the dancing and the video footage is advertising
Lifestyle’s gyms as well as healthy living and promoting the city. Well done Year 8!
Shine Dance Workshop
Jade Gordon, Chloe Shortall, Sammie Micallef, Aimee Jones and Sian Heard took
part in a Shine dance masterclass at the Bluecoat Theatre. As it was Valentine’s
weekend, the workshop theme was love and it culminated in a public performance
in the theatre. Feedback included: “The girls from your school were fantastic and
made a real effort to help pupils from Lansbury Bridge SEN school to get involved.
They really contributed to the work of StopGap who run a fully integrated
masterclass between SEN and mainstream schools.”
Ludus Dance Company
Performing Arts students from Years 9-13 worked with professionals, Ludus
Dance, during Enrichment Week. Workshops were based on daring dance theatre,
exploring identity and our place in the world. Using the company’s touring piece ‘ID
me’ as a stimulus, they created and performed their own exciting choreography.
Collette Patton (Y10) said: “The techniques were great because I learned to do
things I never thought I could do.”

A copy of the recommended packed lunch options has been sent
home which we hope will offer you some insight into what to provide
for your child. We would, however, also like to draw your attention to
our ‘packed lunch’ offer that will take away the pressure of you having
to decide what to feed your child on a daily basis!
We can provide your child with a sandwich, piece of fresh fruit or
healthy tray bake and a fresh fruit juice drink for a complete price of
£1.75. There is also the opportunity for your child to ‘pick and mix’
from a variety of other options available to ‘tailor make’ their own
packed lunch.
We would also like to introduce you to our hot meal menus which
follow a 3 week cycle. These meals are nutritionally balanced so you
can be assured that your child is receiving a well balanced, healthy
meal at lunchtime. A complete meal (main course, potato choice and
vegetable plus a hot dessert or fresh fruit, will cost £1.75).
We hope you find this information interesting, however, please do not
hesitate to speak to a member of staff, send us an email or write a
letter with your views or comments. More information about packed
lunches is available on:
www.schoolfoodtrust.org.uk/packedlunches.
Thank you for your support.
Mrs Askew

